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Recursively enumerable anguages can be constructed on the basis of gram- 
matizable languages which are generated by the so-called special grammars. 
If certain finiteness conditions are omitted in the definition of a special grammar, 
a special generalized grammar is defined. Any language is generated by a 
special generalized grammar in a trivial way. Reducing operators are studied 
which assign a smaller special generalized grammar to each special generalized 
grammar in such a way that both generate the same language. The main result 
is that there exists a reducing operator 8with the following property: A special 
generalized grammar can be reduced to a special grammar by means of a 
reducing operator if and only if it can be reduced to a special grammar by 
means of 8. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A reducing operator ~ assigns, to each special generalized grammar G, 
a special generalized grammar ~:G such that seG is, in a certain sense, smaller 
than G and that both generate the same language. We study, especially, 
two reducing operators fi, ~; it appears that the composition of each finite 
sequence of these operators is equal to one of the following operators: 
Id, 8, g, 5g, ~5. 
A special generalized grammar satisfying certain finiteness conditions is 
called a special grammar. If there is, for a special generalized grammar G, 
a reducing operator ~ such that ~G is a special grammar, then ~flG is a special 
grammar. Thus, a special generalized grammar G can be reduced to a special 
grammar by means of a reducing operator iff triG is a special grammar. 
A language generated by a special grammar is called grammatizable. 
Grammatizable anguages are in a close connection to recursively enumerable 
languages; recursively enumerable languages can be characterized by means 
of grammatizable anguages in a very simple way. Thus, a characterization 
of grammatizable languages is of some interest. Since any language is 
generated by a greatest special generalized grammar we obtain the following: 
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A language is grammatizable iff its greatest special generalized grammar can 
be reduced to a special grammar by means of ~/3. 
I f  V is an arbitrary set, then we denote by V* the free monoid on V, i.e., 
the set of all finite sequences of elements of V, including the empty sequence 
A, provided by the binary operation of concatenation. The elements of V* 
are called strings. I f  x ~ V*, then there is an integer p /> 0 and some elements 
x 1 ,x  2 , . . . , x~EVsuchthatx  =x lx  2. . .x~.  Weput  Ix l  =P .  
If  V is a set andL  C V*, then the ordered pair (V,L)  is called a language. 
I f  (V, L), (U, M) are languages, then we put 
(V,L) n (U, M)  = (V n U,L  n M).  
2. NORMS 
Let Vbe  aset ,  R_CV* × V*. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For x, y E V*, we put y ~ x (R) if there are u, v ~ V* 
and (s, t) c R such that y = usv, utv = x. Clearly, y ~ x ({(s, t)}). 
I f  x, y ~ V* and y :> x (R), then we put 
](y, X)IR = min{max{] s ], I t ]}; (s, t) ~ R, y ~ x (((s, t)))}. 
The number I(Y, x)lR is called the weak norm of the ordered pair (y, x) in R" 
I f  x ,y~ V* are such that there are an integer p >/0  and strings 
s o~s 1 , . . . , s~V*  such that y ~So,S~ =x,  and si_ l=>s i (R)  for i=  1, 
S ~o 2,..., p then the sequence of strings ( i)i=0 is called a y-derivation of x in R of 
S P length p. We put I1( ~)~=0 IIR = 0 if p = 0 and ]](s~)~= 0 ]]R = max{l(si_l, si)PR, 
i --~ 1, 2,..., p} if p > 0. The number ][(si)~= 0 IIR is called the norm of the 
y-derivation ( i)i=o of x in R. 
For x, y ~ V*, we put y *~ x (R) if there is a y-derivation of x in R. We 
define II(Y, x)lrR to be the minimum of norms in R of ally-derivations of x in R. 
The number [I(Y, x)llR is called the norm of the ordered pair (y, x) in R. 
From these definitions we obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. I f  x, ye  V* and y ~ x(R),  then IL(y, x)l]R is the least 
nonnegative integer N such that there is R' C_ R satisfying the following condition: 
y ~ x (R') and max{I s l, I t l} ~ N for every (s, t) ~ R'. 
Lemma 2.2 has the following consequences. 
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LEMMA 2.3. I f  S, t, Z ~ V* and s *~ t (R), t *~ z (R), then s *~ z (R) and 
][(s, Z)[[R • max{[J(s, t)[lR , ]](t, Z)[[R }. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let V be a set, R 1 C R 2 C_ V* X V*. I f  x, y ~ V* and 
y *~ x (R1) then y *~ x (R2) and [[(y, x)l]R 2 ~< [](y, X)[]R 1 . 
LEMMA 2.5. Let V be a set, R C_ V* X V* a finite set. Then there is a 
number N >/0 such that [](s, t)][R ~ N for any s, t ~ V* with the property 
s *~ t(R). 
DEFINITION 2.6. I f  V is a set, S_C V*, R C V* × V* sets, then the 
ordered triple G = (V, S, R)  is called a special generalized grammar. We 
denote by Z the class of all special generalized grammars. For G E Z, 
G = (V,  S, R) ,  we put 
~W(G) = {x; x e V* and there is s e S such that s ~ x (R)}. 
The language (V, ~(G) )  is called the language generated by G. A special 
generalized grammar G = (V, S, R)  is called a special grammar if the sets 
V, S, R are finite. We denote by G the class of all special grammars. 
If G~Z,  G=(V,S ,R)  then, for each z~(G) ,  we put I lz l l  s = 
min{ll(s , z)[IR ; s ~ S, s *~ z (R)}. The number II z H s is called the norm of z 
in R with respect o S. 
Immediately from these definitions, we obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let us have G 1 ~ Z, G2 ~ Z, G1 = (V,  $1, R) ,  G 2 = 
(V,  $2, R) ,  S 1 C_ $2. Then, for each z ~ ~(G1), we have z ~ ~¢(G2) and 
II z IIS~ ~< II z list. 
As a consequence of Lemma 2.5, we obtain the following. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let us have G~Z,  G=(V,S ,R) .  Suppose that the set 
R is finite. Then there is a number N ~ 0 such that [[ z [] s ~ N for each 
z e ~(G) .  
To have the possibility of comparing special generalized grammars, we 
introduce the following definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.9' Suppose G 1 ~ Z, G2 ~ Z, G1 = (V1, $1, R1), G2 = 
(V2, $2, R~). Then we put G 1 ~ G2 if V 1 = V 2 and ~(G1) = £¢(G2); 
furthermore, we write G 1 ~ G 2 if V 1 = V2, S 1 C Se, and R 1 CRu.  
Clearly, ~ is an equivalence relation and ~ is an order relation on Z. 
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3. OPERATORS ON SPECIAL GENERALIZED GRAMMARS 
In the sequel, G = (V, S, R)  denotes an arbitrary special generalized 
grammar. 
DEFINITION 3.1. We put B(S, R) = {s; s ~ S and the conditions t e S, 
tNs (R)  imp ly l t ]  ~> ]s l} , f iG -~(V ,B(S ,R) ,R}-  
Furthermore, we put Z(S, R) -= {(y, x); (y, x) ~ R and there is z ~ &a(G) 
such that max{I y l, ] x l} ~< ]l z ]IS}, ~G = ( r ,  S, Z(S, R)). 
I f  z e ~q~(G), then there is s e S such that s N z (R); taking a string s for 
which I s / is minimal, we obtain s ~ B(S, R). 
LEMMA 3.2. I f  Z E 5f(G), then there is s ~ B(S, R) such that s *~ z (R). 
Lemma 3.2 implies oW(G) _C ~(flG). Since B(S, R) C_ S implies 5¢(fiG) C 
~(G) ,  we obtain the following. 
LEMMA 3.3. 5¢(fiG) = coW(G). 
I f s ,  teB(S ,R)  andt*~s(R) , then  I t l  >/ Is] because I t [  < Is [  would 
imply s 6 B(S, R). It follows that B(S, R) C B(B(S, R), R). Since 
B(B(S, R), R) C_ B(S, R), by Definition 3.1 we obtain the following. 
LEMMA 3.4. B(S, R) = B(B(S, R), R) and fi(~G) -~- fiG. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let us have z ~ ~(G), s E S; let (s4)~°=o be an s-derivation 
ofz in R such that [l(s4)~=0 IIR = l[( s, z)llR = ]l z [I s . Then (h)~=o is an s-derivation 
S ~o S ~o of z in Z( S, R) and }l( 4)4=0 II zCs.R) <. II( 4)4=0 IIR. 
Proof. I f  p = O, then all assertions are trivial. Suppose p > 0. By 
Definition2.1, we have, for i ~-1,2, . . . ,p ,  the condition ](si_l,si)[R 
II(s3,=0 II~ = [I z IIS- Thus, for each i 1, 2,.,., p, there is (Yi, xi) e R such 
that si-~ ~ si ({(Y4 , x4)}) and max{I Yi l, ] xi 1} = ](si-1, si)lR ~ f] z I1 s . I t  
follows (Yi, xi) ~ Z(S, R) for i = 1, 2 , . ,  p, which implies that (s4)~=0 is an 
s-derivation of z in Z(S, R). Furthermore, 
][(si)~=o []z(s.m -- max{l(si-1, si)[z(s,m; i = 1, 2,...,p} 
~< max{max{ly~ ], [ x4 I}; i ~- 1, 2,...,p} 
= max{l(s4-1, si)lR; i = 1, 2 ..... P} = ll(s3Lo IIR. 
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Lemma 3.5 implies B(G) _C A?(tG). Since Z(S, R) C R implies P(cG) C 
T(G), we obtain the following. 
LEMMA 3.6. P({G) = L?(G). 
Lemmas 3.6, 3.5, and 2.4 imply the following. 
LEMMA 3.8. I[ z 11” = /I z II~cS,Rj for each x E 9(G). 
If (y, x) E Z(S, R), then there is z E 2(G) = g([G) such that 
maxi1 y I, I x I> G II 2; IIR” = II 2 IIhRj b Y Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7. It follows that 
(y, x) E Z(S, Z(S, R)) and Z(S, R) C Z(S, Z(S, R)). Since Z(S, Z(S, R)) C 
Z(S, R), by D fi t e ni ion 3.1 we obtain the following. 
LEMMA 3.8. Z(S, R) = Z(S, Z(S, R)) and <(<G) = [G. 
Directly by Definition 3.1 and Lemma 2.7, we have the following. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let us have Gl E 2, G, E Z, Gl = (V, S, , R>, G, = 
(V, S, , R), S, C S, , Gl = G, . Then Z(S, , R) C Z(S, , R). 
Similarly, by Definition 3.1 we obtain the following. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let us have Gl E Z, G, E Z, Gl = (V, S, R,), G, = 
(V, S, R2>, RI CR, . Then B(S, R,) C B(S, R,). 
Since Z(B(S, R), R) Z R, we obtain, by Lemmas 3.4, 3.10, and Definition 
3.1, B(S, R) = B(B(S, RR), R) C B(B(S, R), Z(B(S, R), R)) 2 B(S, R). Thus, 
we have the following. 
LEMMA 3.11. /3(@G)) = &!3G). 
Since B(S, Z(S, R)) _C S, we obtain, by Lemmas 3.8, 3.3, 3.9, and 
Definition 3.1, 
z(s, R) = Z(S, Z(S, R)) C Z(B(S, Z(S, R)), Z(S, R)) c Z(S, R). 
LEMMA 3.12. &3(5G)) = P(G)- 
DEFINITION 3.13. We denote by I’ the monoid of all transformations of 
the class Z generated by the set (/I, [> p rovided by the binary operation of 
composition. 
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I f  p /> 0, a~ e -P for i = 1, 2,..., p and G E Z, then we write % -'- a~alG 
instead of %('"(c~2(alG))"" ). 
EXAMPLE 3.14. Let V = {a}, S = {a2n; n = 1, 2,...}, R = {(a k, at); 
1 ~<k <l} ,  G=(V,S ,R) .  Then G~Z and ~°(G) ={a '~;m/>2}.  
We have a ~ *~ asn ({(a, a2)}) for each m/> 2. 
(1) If  a m ~ B(S, R), then m ~< 2, which implies B(S, R) = {a°~}. 
(2) Clearly, we have I[(s, z)l]R ~< 2 for any s, z ~ V* with the property 
s ~- z (R). Especially, H z I[~ ~< 2, [1 z I]~ ~s'R) ~< 2 for each z ~ ~LP(G) = oLP(fG) 
which implies Z(S, R) = {(as aZ)} = Z(B(S, R), R). 
(3) If  a m ~ B(S, Z(S, R)), then (a, a 2) ~ Z(S, R), a 2 ~ S imply m ~< 2; 
it follows that B(S, Z(Ss R)) = {a e) : B(S, R). 
We have proved S =/: B(S, R), R =/: Z(S, R), S =/= B(S, Z(S, R)), 
R ~ Z(B(S, R), R). 
The first condition implies G =/= fiG, G @ ~fiG, ~G =/=/3G, ~G =/= ~fiG, 
the second implies G =/= ~G, G @/3~G, fig =/= ~G, fig @/3~G, the third 
implies G =/= fl~G, ~G @/3~G, and the fourth G =/= ~fiG, /3G ~ ~fiG. 
Thus, we have proved that the elements of the set {G, fiG, ~G,/3~G} are 
different ands similarly, the elements of the set {G, fiG, ~G, ~/3G} are different. 
EXAMPLE 3.15. Let V --  {a}, S = V*, R = V* × V*, G = (V, S, R). 
Then G e Z, ~f(G) = V*. 
We have A N a m({(A, a)}) and a m *~ A ({(a, A)}) for each m >/0.  
(1) I f  a m e B(S, R), then m ~< 0, which implies B(S, R) = {A}. 
(2) Clearly, we have [l(s, z)llR ~< 1 for any s, z e V* because either 
s *~ z ({(A, a)}) or s N z ({(a, A)}). Especially, II z Elf~ (s'R) ~< 1 for each 
z E ~(a)  = v*  = Ze( fa ) .  
Since S = ~f(G), we have 11 z 11~ = 0 for each z E ~f(G) and [[ z I] B(s'RI = 1 
for each z E ~q~(fG)- {A}. It follows that Z(S, R) = {(A, A)}, 
Z(B(S, R), R) = {(A, A), (A, a), (a, A), (a, a)}. 
We have proved Z(S, R) =/= Z(B(S, R), R), which implies fi~G =/= ~/3G. 
THEOREM 3.16. I" has precisely five elements: e = I dz ,  /3, ~, ~ =/3~, 
3 = ~/3; the operation of composition on I ~ is given in Table I. 
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TABLE I 
Pro@ If  ~ ~ _N, ~ _/- Idz ,  then there is p ~> 1 and ai ,  ~2 ,-.-, ~ ~ {]3, ~} 
such that %-"  ~2~i = ~. By Lemmas 3.4, 3.8, 3.11, and 3.12, we have 
either ~ = fi or ~ = ~ or ~ = fiiE or ~: ~- ~fi. It follows by Examples 3.14 
and 3.15 that the elements of the set/" are different. The table can be formed 
easily on the basis of Lemmas 3.4, 3.8, 3.11, and 3.12. 
THEOREM 3.17. I f  ~ ~ F, G ~ Z, then ~G ~ G and ~G <~ G. 
Proof. The first assertion follows by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.6 on the basis 
of Theorem 3.16. The second assertion follows from the evident facts that 
fig <~ G, ~G <~ G for each G ~ Z on the basis of Theorem 3.16. 
DEFINITION 3.18. If ~ is an operator defined on Z assigning, to each 
G ~ Z, an element ~G c Z such that ~G ~ G and ~G ~ G, then ~ is called 
a reducing operator on Z. 
I f  f, V are reducing operators on Z, then, clearly, ~r/is a reducing operator 
on Z. 
We denote by 2 the class of all reducing operators on Z provided by the 
binary operation of composition. As a consequence of Theorem 3.17, we 
obtain the following. 
COROLLARY 3.19. FC_A and the operation on F is a restriction of the 
operation on A. 
4. WELL-REDUCIBLE SPECIAL GENERALIZED GRAMMARS 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let us have G ~ Z, ~ c A. Then we say that G is well 
reducible by means of ~ if ~G E G. We say that G ~ Z is well reducible if 
there is ~: E A such that G is well reducible by means of ~. 
Directly from the definition, we obtain the following lemma. 
643[26]3-3 
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LEMMA 4.2. G ~ Z is well reducible iff there is G' ~ G such that G' =--- G, 
G '~G.  
DEFINITION 4.3. For ~, ~ ~ A, we put ~ ~ ~7 if the following condition 
is satisfied: Each G ~ Z which is well reducible by means of~ is well reducible 
by means of ~. 
If {:--~ ~, then the class of all special generalized grammars which are well 
reducible by means of ~ contains the class of all special generalized grammars 
which are well reducible by means of ~. Thus, ~ is at least as suitable for 
reducing special generalized grammars as ~. 
LEMMA 4.4. The relation --~ is a quasi-order on A. 
LEMMA 4.5. /3--~ e, ~-~e,  ~-'--~ e, ~--~E, ~--~ ~, ~----tfl. 
Proof. If  (V, S, R) = G ~ G, then the sets V, S, R are finite. It follows 
that the sets B(S, R) C_ S, Z(S, R) ~ R are finite, too. Thus, fig ~ G, ~G ~ G 
and/3 --~ e, ~ --~ e. It follows that, if ~G E G, then rG =/3~G e G and 7 --~ ~. 
Similarly, 3 --~/3. It follows that ~ ~ e, $ -m~ by Lemma 4.4. 
LEMMA 4.6. I f  G ~ Z is well reducible, then it is well reducible by means of 
& 
Proof. (1) We put G=<V,S ,R) .  Then there is G '~G,  G' = 
<V' ,S ' ,R ' )  such that G '~ G, G' ~G by Lemma4.2. Thus, V '= V 
and the sets V', S', R'  are finite. 
(2) We putN~0i fS '  = ~ andN=max{Fsr ; s~S '} i fS '¢= ~.  
Since the set S' is finite, the definition of N is correct. I f  z ~ S, ] z ] > N, 
then z ~ ~q~(G) = ~(G ' )  and there is s ~ S' such that s *=> z (R'). We have 
]sl ~N< pz], s~S,  s~z(R)  because S '_CS and R'_C_CR. It implies 
z CB(S, R). Thus, z ~B(S, R) implies t z l  ~< N and the set B(S, R) is 
finite because V is finite. 
(3) By Lemma 2.8, there is a number M >~ 0 such that [[ z II s', ~< M 
for each z ~ ~°(G') because the set R' is finite. Furthermore, we put P = 0 
if S'  ~ 2~ and P = max{H t pl~(s,R); t ~ S'} if S'  va 2~. Since the set S' is 
finite, the definition of P is correct. We put Q ~ max{M, P}. 
(4) Let us have z ~ 5°(G) = ~°(G'). Then there is t ~ S' such that 
t ~ z (R') and II(t, z)lI~' - II z [l s', ~< M. It follows t ~ z (R) and ll(t, z)l[R 
II(t, z)l]# ~ M by Lemma 2.4. 
Since t ~ S' C S C_ 5F(G), there is s ~ B(S, R) such that s *~ t (R) and 
IJ( s, t)llR = l] t II~ (s.-~) ~ P. 
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It follows that s N z (R) and II(s, z)lbR ~ max{II(s, t)llR, [l(t, z)llR} ~< 
max{P, M} = Q by Lemma 2.3. Since s ~ B(S, R), we have [1 z ][~(s,m ~< 
ll(s, z)l/R ~< Q. 
(5) If (y, x) ~ Z(B(S, R), R), then there is z ~.LP((V, B(S, R), R)) 
such that max{] y l, [ x l} ~< [I z II~ Cs.m. Since ~( (V ,  B(S, R), R)) = £e(fiG) = 
~a(G) by Lemma 3.3, we have l] z ]]~<s.m ~< Q. Thus, max{] y I, I x ]} ~ Q. 
It follows from the finiteness of V that the set Z(B(S, R), R) is finite. 
We have proved 8G = (V, B(S, R), Z(B(S, R), R)) ~G. 
As a consequence, we obtain the following. 
THEOREM 4.7. An arbitrary G ~ Z is well reducible iff it is well reducible 
by means of & 
COROLLARY 4.8. 8 ~ ~: for each ~ E I'. 
EXAMPLE 4.9. We put V = {a}, S = V*, R = V* × V*, G = 
(V, S, R). We have proved in Example 3.15 that 
8G = (V, B(S, R), Z(B(S, R), R)) ~ G 
because B(S, R) = {A) and Z(B(S, R), R) = {(A, A), (A, a), (a, A), (a, a)} 
are finite sets. Since S, R are infinite, we have G ~ G, fiG ~ G, ~G ~ G. Since 
Z(S, R )= {(A, A)}, we have B(S, Z(S, R))= S, which is infinite. It 
follows that yG ~ G. Thus, none of the following conditions hold: ¢ ~ 3, 
THEOREM 4.10. ¢ ~ F, ¢ --~ 8 imply ~ = 8. 
Thus, the operator 8 is the most suitable for reducing special generalized 
grammars among all operators of the set / ' .  Simultaneously, it is at least as 
suitable as an arbitrary operator of A. Thus, it is sufficient o study reductions 
by means of 8. 
5. GRAMMATIZABLE LANGUAGES 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let (V,L) be a language. For arbitrary x,y~ V*, 
we put (y, x) ~ >(V ,L )  if u, v ~ V*, uyv eL imply uxv eL. 
As a consequence of the fact that >(V, L) is a stable quasi-order on V* 
(Novotn3~ , 1972), we obtain the following. 
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LEMMA 5.2. Let ( V, L ) be a language, R C >( V, L ). Then oW( V, L, R) ) = L. 
COROLLARY 5.3. ~((V,L,  >(V,L ) ) )=L  for each language (V,L). 
It is easy to prove the following. 
LEMMA 5.4. I f  (V, S, R)E Z generates (V,L), then S C_L, R C_ >(V,L). 
As a consequence of Corollary 5.3 and Lemma 5.4, we obtain the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 5.5. (V,L, >(V,L)) is the greatest (with respect to 4)  element 
of Z generating (V, L). 
DEFINITION 5.6. A language (V,L) is said to be grammatizable if there 
is a special grammar G = (V, S, R) generating (V,L). (Fri~, 1965). 
THEOREM 5.7. A language (V,L) is grammatizable iff 
8(V,L, >(V,L)) EG. 
Proof. If 3(V, L, >(V, L)) E G, then, by Theorem 3.17 and Corollary 5.3, 
3(V,L, >(V,L)) is a special grammar generating (V,L); thus, (V,L) is 
grammatizable. 
If (V, L) is grammatizable, then there is a special grammar G ~ ( V, S, R) 
generating (V,L). By Theorem 5.5, G ~ (V,L, >(V,L)) and G 
(V,L, >(V,L)). Thus, (V,L, >(V,L)) is well reducible by Lemma 4.2 
and 3(V,L, >(V,L))~G by Lemma 4.6. 
COROLLARY 5.8. A language (V,L) is grammatizable iff the sets V, 
B(L, >(V,L)), Z(B(L, >(V,L)), >(V,L)) are finite. 
Thus, we obtained some criteria for a language to be grammatizable. 
The importance of grammatizable languages follows from the following 
fact. 
5.9. A language (V, L) is recursively enumerable iff there is a grammatizable 
language (U, M) such that (V, L) = (U, M) n (V, V*). 
This fact can be found in Fri~ (1965). Thus, grammatizable languages are 
fundamental objects from which recursively enumerable languages can be 
constructed by means of simple construction described in 5.9. 
The operators 3, fi can be used to define R-bounded and R-hyperbounded 
languages, respectively, as introduced in Novotn)~ (1971). 
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